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IDENTITY POLITICS AND SOCIAL PLURALISM:  

POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY AND POLITICAL CHANGE IN TAMIL NADU 

NARENDRA SUBRAMANIAN 
 

Recent political changes in Tamil Nadu (south India) are best understood with 
reference to the subcultures associated with the state's major parties, theDMK 
and the AIADMK.  These parties promoted political participation among the 
intermediate and the lower strata, enriched civic life, built cohesive subcultures 
which cut across ethnic boundaries, and limited collective violence in Tamil Nadu 
from the 1960s to the late 1980s.  The partial erosion of these Dravidianist 
subcultures is a crucial reason for the weakening of political participation and 
civic life, and the modest growth of mobilization and violence along caste and 
religious lines since then. 

 
John Harriss’s article addresses some changes in identity politics in Tamil Nadu since the late 

colonial period, focusing primarily on changes over the last decade.  The article engages 

extensively with my earlier work on ethnic and populist mobilisation by the Dravidian parties, 

and the associated changes in partisanship, political representation, associational life and 

patronage distribution in Tamil Nadu, from the late colonial period to the late 1980s.1  In what 

follows I clarify some of my book’s arguments in response to Harriss’s article, and indicate some 

serious flaws in the Dravidianist narratives that Harriss adopts. 2  

 

My book’s temporal focus ends in the late 1980s as the Dravidian parties ceased to be the major 

forces mobilising Tamil society thereafter, despite their continued electoral influence.3  

Nevertheless, Harriss faults me for failing to account for some changes of the last decade, 

criticisms which are relevant only to the extent that features of the political scene until the 1980s 



 

 

prefigured subsequent changes in ways my account might have not captured.  I will discuss these 

recent changes - the growth of Hindu nationalism and ‘casteism’ (by which Harriss refers to  

some distinct phenomena: caste discrimination in everyday life, caste-based political 

competition, caste parties and violent caste conflict); and show how arguments offered and 

trends discussed in my book help explain features of these changes.  In the process, I emphasize 

once more the need to study the ongoing formation of partisan subcultures to understand the 

relationship between political institutions and popular mentalities, and the impact of political 

mobilisation on tolerance and social pluralism.4   

 

SOME OF THE BOOK’S ARGUMENTS 

The book showed that the rapid growth of the Dravidian parties from the 1950s and their 

dominance over Tamil Nadu politics since the 1970s led to little intolerance or violence despite 

the intolerant potential of some early Dravidianist appeals.  Rather, the Dravidian parties 

increased political participation, aided the representation of the emergent strata, enriched civic 

life, and thus strengthened pluralist democracy.  Besides, the strength of these parties impeded 

the growth of religious nationalism, which instigated considerable collective violence in many 

other parts of India, much as many religious nationalist forces have elsewhere.   

 

The Dravidian parties constrained violent conflict partly due to the inclusive features of their 

social vision, but more because they built cohesive partisan subcultures within which were linked 

caste and religious groups that might otherwise have come into conflict with each other.  The 

DMK built such subcultures in the northern plains and the Kaveri valley from the 1950s to the 
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early 1970s, and the AIADMK in the rest of Tamil Nadu (the western and southern plains, and 

the Tamiraparani valley) in the 1970s and 1980s.  The DMK especially inhibited the growth of 

Hindu nationalism and conflict between religious groups in its early strongholds (the northern 

plains and the Kaveri valley), where it built close socio-political links between many Hindus 

from the other backward castes (OBCs) and Muslims (and to a lesser extent Christian OBCs).   

 

I argue that the DMK and the AIADMK aided social pluralism because of the organisational 

pluralism of these parties.  By social pluralism, I refer to the existence of many active 

associations significantly autonomous of the state and of one another.  Organisational pluralism 

denotes the extent of autonomy and flexibility characterizing both relations within an 

organisation and transactions between the organisation and society.  It has three components: 

strategic flexibility regarding long-term goals and outlook (not just short-term tactical dexterity 

in responding to changing political opportunities); cadre autonomy, the autonomy of local party 

units, party factions and party-affiliated associations from party leaders; and supporter 

autonomy, to appropriate party appeals in ways different from the explicit appeals and preferred 

programmes of party leaders.  There was some autonomous associational activity in Tamil Nadu 

prior to the growth of the Dravidian parties.  However, this did not guarantee the subsequent 

reinforcement of social pluralism as organisations lacking internal pluralism might have 

undermined autonomous associational activity if they had become very influential - as Hindu 

nationalism did in Maharashtra and Gujarat, the Sikh movement in Punjab, and Sinhala and 

Tamil nationalism in Sri Lanka.5   

 

THE DRAVIDIAN PARTIES:  ASPECTS OF THEIR HISTORY 
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Harriss’s interpretation of the course of the Dravidian movement and changes in Tamil Nadu 

politics makes extensive use of the accounts of M. S. S. Pandian, S. Anandhi, V. Geetha and S. 

V. Rajadurai, which proceed from an embrace of central features of early Dravidianist ideology.  

These authors derive their understanding of the Dravidianist organisations from leaders’ 

narratives in writings, statements and cultural productions, not coupled with the study of 

approaches to political mobilisation and the outlooks predominant in partisan subcultures.  Such 

methods are inadequate to provide informed analyses of social movements, and are far removed 

from the Subaltern Studies collective’s proclaimed ambition of offering historical narratives 

‘from below.’  They lead Pandian and Anandhi to claim that the early Dravidian movement 

under Periar’s leadership embodied a ‘radical social vision’.  Rajadurai’s and Geetha’s more 

elaborate account of Periar’s outlook contains long quotations from Periar (some well over a 

page in length) interspersed with much historical detail, but offers little by way of analysis.6  

 

These accounts fail to recognize the exclusionary potential of early Dravidianism.  The Self 

Respect Association and the Dravida Kazhagam (DK) operated with a layered conception of 

Dravidian identity - containing at its centre the Tamil-speaking OBCs of Tamil Nadu, and in 

successive concentric circles around this centre, South Indian OBCs who are not Tamil-speaking, 

Tamil Christians and Muslims, and Dalits.  The groups clearly beyond the pale were Brahmans 

and ‘north Indians’ (i.e., speakers of Sanskritic languages), a small minority of Tamil Nadu’s 

population (about 4 per cent). But, a further 30 per cent occupied the outer layers of this vision, 

including many groups with limited power.7  This vision of community could have led to an 

exclusionary, perhaps violent, politics especially as some groups at its core had considerable 

social power and it was articulated through demonstrative acts of heresy which offended many.   
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Periar exercised considerable control over the Self Respect Association and the DK.  The heavy 

reliance of these organisations on affluent notables and their focus on religion as the main basis 

of social inequality limited their challenge to many forms of social dominance.  These 

vanguardist orgaisations were disinclined to engage closely with popular mentalities, rejected 

many aspects of popular culture such as popular religion and some streams in popular literature, 

and distrusted electoral politics and universal suffrage.  As a result, they gained inadequate 

support to promote major social changes and were confined to a politics of protest.   

 

In keeping with Periar’s social vision, the DK drew support mainly from some OBCs and gave 

Dalits only a subordinate role.  Even Dalit intellectuals found autonomous voices only in the 

journals they ran, like Oru Paisa Tamizhan, rather than in the DK’s organs (Kudi Arasu, 

Viduthalai) to which they also contributed.  The DK’s atheism was driven mainly by its 

opposition to caste-based dominance.  So, the DK primarily criticized Hinduism and not other 

religions, saw itself mainly as a movement to reform Hindu society and gave some Hindus (the 

OBCs) primacy in its vision of community.  It opposed the post-colonial constitution’s guarantee 

of freedom of religious belief and practice, an important cornerstone of tolerance in India, on the 

grounds that it implied the official acceptance of the caste discrimination intrinsic to Hinduism.  

The above features of early Dravidianism had the potential to undermine social pluralism.  

Harriss’s claim that it was ‘uncompromising  (in its) rationalism, secularism and social 

radicalism’ sits uneasily with these aspects of early Dravidianism.8  

Harriss’s sources consider the post-colonial history of the Dravidian parties one of ‘ideological 

regression’.  Some crucial points in the alleged regression are the adoption of Tamil nationalism 
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from 1938; the formation in 1949 of the DMK and its abandonment of atheism; a decline in the 

DMK’s emphasis on caste, language and state autonomy through the 1960s and 1970s; and the 

formation in 1972 of the AIADMK, which abandoned non-Brahmanism and did not emphasise 

language and state autonomy.  Ideological regression is supposed to have diverted the Dravidian 

movement from building a more tolerant and democratic society.   

 

This understanding ignores how the DMK abridged the intolerant potential of early 

Dravidianism; and the formation of the AIADMK further reduced intolerance and gave the lower 

strata greater political representation.  The DMK’s populist discourse of the 1950s and the 1960s 

associated Dravidian identity with the DMK sub-culture, predominantly composed of groups 

marginal to state-society links.  It distinguished such groups, considered part of a popular 

community, from the elite by referring to partially overlapping categories such as caste and 

dialect use (‘non-Brahman’, mainly OBC), language use (Tamil rather than other Indian 

languages or English) and occupation (non-landlord, non-professional).  This urged the 

valorisation of plebeian norms, rather than the policing of ethnic boundaries.  

 

The DMK and the AIADMK were far better attuned to Tamil society than the DK was, and 

promoted new waves of political mobilisation among the lower and the intermediate strata.  The 

authority of Dravidianist leaders was contingent on their being able to present themselves as 

exemplars of their party’s populist outlook.  Cadre and supporters enjoyed considerable 

autonomy within party subcultures, and many supporters joined associations that challenged 

some policies their parties pursued.  Such autonomy enabled crucial splits in the DK and the 

DMK when leaders appeared to have violated the party’s social vision, leading to the formation 
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of the DMK in 1949, the ADMK in 1972 and the MDMK in 1994.  The need of leaders to 

maintain their legitimacy created some accountability, and led to the distribution of greater 

patronage more directly to the intermediate and the lower strata when the DMK and the 

AIADMK ruled.   

 

Pandian and Harriss claim that the DMK was progressive, unlike the AIADMK, because of its 

preferential policies although the preferences introduced by the two parties had similar 

advantages and shortcomings.  While the DMK raised the OBC quota from 25 per cent to 31 per 

cent, the AIADMK followed a decade later by raising it from 31 per cent to 50 per cent.  Both 

variants of OBC preferences disproportionately benefitted groups with greater power and 

resources.  If the DMK introduced a separate tier for the ‘most backward castes’ in response to 

this concern, voiced by some caste associations, the AIADMK subsequently made a distinct 

provision for women.   

 

The view that the AIADMK represented the Dravidian movement’s ‘collapse into theatrics’ 

obscures how film being a crucial medium for the AIADMK helped the party gain greater 

support among women and the lower strata, groups at the margins of DMK subcultures.  Pandian 

offered interesting hypotheses on how MGR’s films might have influenced different social 

groups, but did not explore the impact of these films through interviews or collecting other 

material on popular mentalities.  Despite the absence of such evidence, he claimed that MGR’s 

films beguiled women and the poor into association with the social vision MGR upheld, a vision 

that provided them no agency or benefits.9  Contrary to such claims, the AIADMK’s promise of 

offering the poor and powerless protection gave the lower strata an alternative to the DMK’s 
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agenda, increasingly focused on the interests of the intermediate and upwardly mobile strata.  

Rather than being relegated to passivity, MGR’s enthusiasts formed fan clubs which were central 

components of the paternalist populist subcultures that helped the DMK and then the AIADMK 

gain power.  Besides, the AIADMK becoming Tamil Nadu’s most popular party through much 

of the 1970s and 1980s gave the lower strata, women and non-Tamils greater political 

representation and defeated nativist articulations of Dravidianism10   

 

INTOLERANCE AND VIOLENT CONFLICT 

Harriss discusses the growth of Hindu nationalism and ‘casteism’ since the 1980s.  It is unclear 

which inference he draws from these trends - that the Dravidian parties left sufficient space all 

along for alternative visions of community, or that they inhibited such visions at some point but 

ceased to do so because of ideological regression.  Harriss believes the growth of Hindu 

nationalism and casteism is damaging to my findings that the Dravidian parties curbed 

intolerance and violent conflict.  Intolerance and collective violence were limited when the 

Dravidian parties were strongest, and grew only when these parties became weaker.  Besides, the 

arguments offered in my book for the weakness of Hindu nationalism and the low levels of 

collective violence until the 1980s help one understand aspects of the subsequent modest growth 

of Hindu nationalism and inter-religious conflict, as well as the emergence of some caste parties 

and much violent caste conflict.   

 

Hindu Nationalism 

Hindu nationalist organisations grew over the last two decades in Tamil Nadu.  Nevertheless, 

their influence is limited in comparison not only with the old Hindu nationalist bastions in 
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northern and western India, but also with states of more recent Hindu nationalist growth such as 

Karnataka, Assam, West Bengal, Andhra and Kerala.  The BJP’s electoral strength shows a 

similar pattern.  It grew from the extremely low levels until 1991 (between 0.0 per cent and 0.2 

per cent) to ranging between 1.8 per cent and 7.1 per cent since 1996 in Tamil Nadu.  As the BJP 

was a part of one of the state’s two major electoral alliances in the last three elections (the 

parliamentary elections of 1998 and 1999, and the state assembly elections of 2001), the party’s 

vote share was not reduced by its minor position in state politics.  The BJP’s electoral appeal is 

still much lower in Tamil Nadu than in Karnataka, Assam, Orissa and West Bengal.  Violent 

religious conflict is also lower in Tamil Nadu than in much of India, although it erupted over the 

last two decades in parts of the state.  Harriss dismisses my claim that Hindu nationalism is 

relatively weak in Tamil Nadu without exploring such comparisons with other Indian states.   

 

While conceding that the Sangh parivar and the BJP are weak in Tamil Nadu, Harriss claims that 

there is `widespread sympathy for Hindu nationalist thinking.’  He defends this claim by alluding 

to the public celebration of Hindu festivals (although many participants oppose Hindu nationalist 

organisations), the participation of some Dalits in Hindu nationalist violence, support for the 

Indian state gaining greater international prominence, and the allegedly persistent strength of 

`Brahmanism’ - a term referring to the cultural influence and economic power of some 

Brahmans, as well as the influence of upper caste norms on other castes.  I would suggest that 

these are inappropriate indices of the extent to which people give primacy to Hindu identity, are 

intolerant of non-Hindus or engage in Hindu nationalist violence.  Some Dalits of Chennai do not 

represent the people of Tamil Nadu; the Dalits of Tamil Nadu are only marginally involved in 

Hindu nationalist organisations, and forces other than the Hindu nationalists favor the Indian 
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state gaining international prominence.  While Hindu nationalist organisations have promoted 

festivals like the Vinayaka Chaturthi, many participants in such festivals do not draw sharp 

boundaries between Hindus and non-Hindus.  Public expressions of Hindu religiosity do not 

necessarily indicate support for Hindu nationalism, nor does a sense of Hindu identity 

necessarily lead to intolerance of non-Hindus or considerable religious conflict.  The growth of 

broad Hindu nationalist subcultures endowed with significant resources had this effect in some 

parts of India, but this has happened only to a limited extent in Tamil Nadu.   

 

‘Brahmanism’ is neither an index nor a cause of Hindu nationalist strength.  While Brahmans are 

among the castes at the forefront of the Hindu nationalist movement around India and especially 

so in Tamil Nadu, considerable Brahman power in some social spheres coexisted with the 

weakness of Hindu nationalism in Tamil Nadu through the heyday of the Dravidian parties.  On 

the other hand, assertions of lower and intermediate caste autonomy are directed against upper 

caste dominance, not Hindu nationalism; and so could coexist with Hindu nationalist strength.  

Industrialists of Brahman and other castes have been equally active in promoting Hindu religious 

activities and Hindu nationalist organisations.  The involvement of many from upwardly mobile 

OBCs - especially the Kongu Vellala Gounder, the Mukkulathor and the Nadars - in Hindu 

nationalist organisations over the last two decades shows that Hindu nationalism has begun to 

break out of the largely Brahman social enclave it occupied until recently in Tamil Nadu, rather 

than being the result of a ‘new strategy of Brahmanism’.  Pandian’s explanation of this trend 

(economic strength leads to ‘pan-Indian desire’ and thus to Hindu nationalism) ignores the 

following: many economically powerful groups across the world have asserted narrower rather 

than broader identities; and Hindu nationalism is not pan-Indian.   
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My reading of the empirical evidence, then, suggests that Harriss overestimates Hindu 

nationalism’s influence in Tamil Nadu.  In addition, I would suggest that he misunderstands the 

relationship between the Dravidian parties and Hindu nationalism.  Hindu nationalism was 

impeded for long in Tamil Nadu not by the ideology of the early Dravidian movement, but by the 

DMK’s construction of cohesive partisan subcultures incorporating networks linking various 

caste and religious groups.  As the DK established only a small foothold in Tamil society, it did 

not crowd out the political forces it opposed.  Besides, Periar placed a section of Tamil Hindus 

(the OBCs) at the core of the Dravidian community, relegated non-Hindus to its margins, and felt 

his movement was primarily engaged in reforming Hindu society.  This made it possible for 

Dravidianism to find common ground with Hindu nationalism.  This did not happen for long as 

the norms the DK and the DMK upheld (the autonomous elements in the cultures of the 

intermediate Tamil castes) were at variance with those the Hindu nationalists promoted (that is, 

upper caste and Sanskritic norms). 

 

Although the DMK opposed Hindu nationalism until recently, this did not, on its own, impede 

Hindu nationalism, as other political forces (Congress and the AIADMK) were strong even in 

the DMK’s heyday.  Muslims were integral to the DMK’s vision of political community, and the 

DMK built cooperative contact between Hindu OBCs and Muslims (and to a lesser extent 

Christian OBCs).  So, the DMK’s major presence inoculated Tamil society against Hindu 

nationalist growth and the violent religious conflict it brought in its wake elsewhere.  It did so 

most effectively from the 1950s in the party’s major strongholds, the northern plains and the 

Kaveri valley.  As the AIADMK was open to Sanskritic culture and upper caste mores, it was 
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more open than the DMK to Hindu nationalism.  Although it drew significant support from non-

Hindus, the AIADMK did not give them a central role in its social vision and did not promote 

extensive cooperation across religious boundaries, as was the case with Congress in much of 

India.  So unlike the DMK, it did not inhibit Hindu nationalism.  Rather than a result of 

ideological regression, the ready coexistence of the AIADMK (and later the DMK too) with 

Hindu nationalism realised a potential implicit in early Dravidianist discourse.11   

 

If Hindu nationalism and religious conflict experienced modest growth since the 1980s, this is 

crucially because the DMK’s links with society and the cohesion of its subcultures declined.  So, 

the DMK could ally itself with the BJP in the elections of 1999 and 2001 without alienating 

major support groups other than the Muslims.  This alliance worked better because upwardly 

mobile OBCs had become prominent in the support bases of both parties.  However, the patterns 

of growth of Hindu nationalism and religious violence since the 1980s, confirms the DMK’s role 

in restricting Hindu nationalism earlier.  Such growth has been greatest in regions and among 

some groups that the DMK did not reach effectively - in the southern and western plains and the 

Tamiraparani valley, and among the Mukkulathor, Nadars and Kongu Vellala Gounder.  Hindu 

nationalists are strongest in Kanyakumari district, where the DMK had least influence all along.  

The only old DMK stronghold where Hindu nationalism has grown significantly is Chennai, a 

city whose rapid growth through immigration makes earlier solidarities less of a constraint on 

ongoing mobilisation.  While links weakened over the last two decades between the DMK and its 

old support groups, leading some of them to largely abandon the DMK (notably the Vanniyars, 

now largely aligned with the PMK), these groups mostly found alternatives other than Hindu 

nationalism.  These patterns show that the links built through DMK mobilisation still limit Hindu 
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nationalists somewhat despite the erosion of DMK subcultures. The DMK’s growing 

disengagement from society however leaves room for Hindu nationalism’s future growth.12  

 

‘Casteism’ 

Harriss considers the growth of ‘casteism’ over the last two decades a departure from early 

Dravidianism’s anti-caste discourse.  I would suggest that this analysis conflates some distinct 

phenomena (quotidian caste discrimination, caste-based political competition, caste parties and 

violent caste conflict), overstates the extent of recent growth in caste-based political competition, 

and misunderstands the relationships between the Dravidian parties and caste solidarity.   

 

Caste parties were not prominent from the early 1960s to the late 1980s because Congress, the 

DMK and the AIADMK absorbed most caste groups into their social coalitions.  The partial 

decline of the larger parties created space thereafter for some caste parties, and other small 

parties like the BJP and the MDMK.  Only three of the many caste parties that emerged from 

1989 onwards drew significant support - the PMK (among the Vanniyar), Puthiya Tamizhagam 

(among the Pallar) and the Viduthalai Siruththaikal (among the Paraiyar).  These parties polled 

about 12 per cent of the vote at their most successful - in the 1999 parliamentary elections.  The 

castes they mobilise account for a little over 20 per cent of Tamil Nadu’s population.  Surveys 

show that caste influences their voting preferences far more than those of other large megacastes, 

notably the Mukkulathor.  The three successful caste parties of Tamil Nadu draw little support 

outside their primary caste bases, unlike the BSP, the SP and the RJD in northern India.  Mass 

mobilisation is a precondition for electoral success after two generations of Dravidianist 

mobilisation.  Only the above three caste parties were successful because they alone emerged 
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from earlier association to engage in local conflicts and influence preferential policies, and such 

association led to the alienation of the castes they represent from the major parties.  As other 

caste parties were formed without a previous experience of mobilisation that recast party 

affiliations, these parties failed.13   

 

Caste-based political competition was extensive from the 1960s to the 1980s, and did not 

increase considerably after 1989 despite the minor resurgence of caste parties.  Caste 

associations were strong in Tamil Nadu in the late colonial period and grew thereafter.  The 

major parties (Congress, the DMK and the AIADMK) engaged with them far more extensively 

than with forces mobilising religious groups.  The Dravidian parties engaged in different ways 

with particular megacastes.  The DK described the Dravidian community as an aggregate of 

different castes, and appealed to distinct caste groups.  Influenced by visions of the OBCs as an 

ethnic community, the DMK built multi-caste coalitions through the 1950s and 1960s more by 

winning over less privileged groups from caste notables than by tapping prior caste solidarities.  

It did so effectively in its early strongholds (the northern plains and the Kaveri valley), where it 

grew at the expense of the Vanniyar parties of the 1950s.  Where it was weak, the DMK 

appealed to specific castes (for example, to the Mukkulathor in the southern plains) and alienated 

others in the process.  The AIADMK, whose discourse did not present the OBCs as an ethnic 

community, associated most with particular castes and caste associations, aiding the growth of 

caste associations and caste solidarity when it ruled.  Rather than reducing the political salience 

of caste, the Dravidian parties were associated with Tamil Nadu becoming a forerunner in OBC 

mobilisation.14 
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High OBC mobilisation had no definite implications for everyday caste discrimination 

(especially the practice of untouchability) and violent caste conflict, both of which varied in 

extent across Tamil Nadu.  Parties were not the main agents in struggles against untouchability.  

Neither the Dravidian parties nor Congress led struggles against untouchability, although 

Dravidianist ideologues frequently criticized untouchability and some Congress activists led 

temple-entry agitations.  The communists mobilised Dalits extensively in the Kaveri valley, 

thereby reducing social restrictions on Dalits, which had been greatest there until the 1940s.  The 

upward mobility of many Dalits contributed to the decline of untouchability in the southern 

plains and the Tamiraparani valley due to extensive Dalit migration to Southeast Asia.  Dalit 

social power increased least in the western plains, which is a reason why the Dalit caste 

concentrated there (the Arunthathiyar) did not form a caste party while the state’s two other 

numerous Dalit castes did.   

 

Violent conflict was greater across caste lines than across religious boundaries in Tamil Nadu 

since decolonisation, mainly pitting some OBCs against Dalits.  However, violent caste conflict 

declined from the 1950s in regions where parties built cohesive multi-caste coalitions or 

mobilised Dalits against discrimination.  The former was the case in the northern plains, where 

the DMK subcultures linked Vanniyars with many other castes (including some Dalits), resulting 

in a decline in preexisting Vanniyar-Dalit violence until most Vanniyars delinked themselves 

from the DMK in the 1980s.  The latter was the case in the Kaveri valley, where communist-led 

Dalit mobilisation ended the habitual physical punishment of Dalits and reduced the frequency of 

collective violence against Dalits (though not the extent of violence when it occurred, as it did in 

Kilavenmani in 1968).   
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Congress monopolised support among the Nadars and the Dalits until the 1970s and the 

AIADMK did so from the 1970s to the mid-1990s in the southern plains and the Tamiraparani 

valley.  These parties did not build strong networks linking these groups to the Mukkulathor, the 

other major caste cluster of these regions, amongst which they enjoyed less support until the 

1990s.  So, Mukkulathor-Dalit violence was high in these regions through the post-colonial 

period, and remains so.  The DMK leadership’s reluctance to condemn such violence is not new 

either.  It avoided protesting the worst post-colonial caste riot of Tamil Nadu which spread from 

Mudukulathur to a significant part of the southern plains in 1958 because the party prioritised 

seeking Mukkulathor support although its anti-caste discourse was strong then.  The main recent 

change in caste conflict in the southern plains and the Tamiraparani valley was the greater 

organisation of the Dalits.  The dominant castes did not engage in much collective violence 

against the relatively quiescent Dalits of the western plains, even while being free to punish some 

of them.   

 

The political salience of caste in Tamil Nadu often favoured social pluralism or at least did not 

erode it.  This was true of most activities of caste associations and many instances in which 

parties engaged with specific megacastes; but not when the political salience of caste involved 

exclusion of violence.  Even Dalit organisations that engaged in violence had ambiguous 

consequences for social pluralism as they helped the Dalits resist the dominance and violence of 

more powerful castes.  Besides, some caste organisations that engaged in violence also 

participated in negotiations to reinstate peace after periods of violence.   
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THE DRAVIDIAN PARTIES AND SOCIAL PLURALISM 

Harriss contests my finding that the Dravidian parties promoted social pluralism and democracy 

through the following claims: (i) the recent growth of Hindu nationalism, caste parties and 

collective violence shows that the Dravidian parties never impeded intolerance and collective 

violence; (ii) the shift from the DK to the later Dravidian parties diverted the Dravidian 

movement from addressing the material and ideological bases of oppression; and (iii) the DMK 

and the AIADMK had authoritarian features.  Elsewhere, he adds another criticism - that (iv) the 

Dravidianist regimes introduced inadequate socio-economic equality and democratic 

decentralisation, contrary to the communist regimes of Kerala.15   

 

We saw that DMK subcultures inhibited Hindu nationalism and religious conflict until the 1980s 

because they included strong networks linking religious groups.  Hindu nationalism and religious 

conflict grew slowly thereafter because the cohesion of DMK subcultures declined.  Violence 

and intolerance were greater across caste than across religious lines even during the heyday of 

the Dravidian parties though party mobilisation and modest Dalit upward mobility tempered 

caste violence and intolerance in some parts of Tamil Nadu through this period.  Caste violence 

did not increase considerably in much of Tamil Nadu over the last two decades.  The partial 

erosion of Dravidianist subcultures was an important reason for its increase in northern plains 

since the 1980s.  Besides, the DMK and the AIADMK promoted the greater participation and 

representation of the intermediate and the lower strata, a rich civic life and tolerance far more 

than the DK did.  The considerable authority of the leaders of the DMK and the AIADMK was 

contingent on their being able to present themselves as exemplars of their party’s outlook.  This 

rebuts the first three criticisms.  
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The fourth and to some extent the third criticism follow from misunderstanding how I define 

social pluralism - the existence of many active associations significantly autonomous of the state 

and of one another; and democracy - to denote polities with universal adult franchise, the regular 

conduct of free elections, the control of popular representatives over public decision-making and 

respect for civil rights.16  These definitions are advisedly somewhat minimal as semi-

industrialised societies do not easily reach these goals, and the circumstances in which they do so 

are worth examining.  As I conceive them, pluralist democracies may vary considerably in the 

relations between state institutions (for example, the extent of devolution of administrative 

authority), state-society relations and party-society interactions (such as the disciplinary 

mechanisms that constrain social action) and social structures (for instance the levels of socio-

economic inequality).  Harriss points to the absence of some outcomes he values, which are not 

components of pluralist democracy as I define it, and claims on this basis that Tamil Nadu did 

not witness pluralist democracy.  

 

The following selection provides a sense of my mixed assessment of the Dravidian parties’ 

impact:   

(The) internal pluralism which emerged within the Dravidian parties had its costs.  While 
it reshaped notions of a popular/ethnic community so that they were more inclusive, it did 
so by making particular constructions of plebeian norms dominant in public culture.  
Anyone could adopt these norms, whatever their ancestry, but those who were 
uncomfortable with these norms and the vision of citizenship implicit in them were left 
with limited room for manoeuvre.  They either swallowed their misgivings to retain a 
significant public voice, or were marginalized. 

 
The Dravidian parties’ populist clientelism reached benefits more directly to the 
intermediate and lower strata, but constricted the autonomy of its beneficiaries.  As 
populism coexisted with internal pluralism in Tamil Nadu, citizens had greater autonomy 
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than they had in regions dominated by populist organizations which lacked internal 
pluralism.  But Dravidianist supporters had to avoid forms of mobilization inimical to the 
dominant agenda, which promoted social mobility without introducing major changes in 
property rights.  Others were constrained in their efforts to promote alternative agendas 
by Dravidianist dominance.  Not only did Dravidian populism restrict efforts to change 
property rights, it also limited economic growth.  It compensated for restricting economic 
growth and the extent of redistribution only with piecemeal increases in entitlements.  
Although pluralistic populism increased political participation and enriched civic life, 
society was unable to reach many of the ends for which it got mobilized.  The pluralist 
dream was realized, yet went sour in many respects.17 

 

In my view, Harriss does not engage with this qualified assessment, preferring to place 

unambiguous stamps (progress/reaction) on political phenomena.  Such simplistic stamps do not 

capture many crucial features of politics. 

 

CAUSALITY 
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Harriss contests my argument that the organisational pluralism of the Dravidian parties caused 

social pluralism by pointing out that, in my own assessment, there was some social pluralism in 

Tamil Nadu before the growth of the Dravidian parties.18  This argument is based on the 

logically unsustainable premise that if X precedes Y, Y cannot be the cause for the continuation 

of X.    Although there was some autonomous associational activity in late colonial Tamil Nadu, 

movements and parties lacking internal pluralism could have undermined social pluralism later, 

as Hindu nationalism did in Maharashtra and Gujarat, and Sinhala and Tamil nationalism did in 

Sri Lanka. The rise to dominance of the Dravidian parties, characterized by considerable 

organisational pluralism from the 1950s to the 1980s, crucially reinforced social pluralism in 

Tamil Nadu.  This path-dependent explanation avoids the historical determinism of many 

versions of social capital theory, and leaves open the possibility of different future outcomes.19  

It indicates some reasons why social pluralism weakened over the last decade - a decline in the 

organisational pluralism as well as the influence of the major Dravidian parties and the 

emergence of new parties, some of which have little internal pluralism.   

 

RECENT TRENDS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
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My book did not closely examine the changes of the last decade as its temporal focus ended in 

the late 1980s.  The combined vote share of parties that have emerged since 1989 was 18.1 per 

cent in 1999 and 24.9 per cent in 2001.  These new political forces emerged in response to the 

diminished social presence of the Dravidian parties and need to be understood in that light.  The 

Dravidian parties’ social presence declined more than their combined vote share did (from 67.0 

per cent to 62.3 per cent between 1991 and 2001).  These parties ceased to be associated with 

distinctive political visions, and their links with activists and supporters as well as their 

contributions to civic life weakened.  This partly reversed the invigoration of political 

participation through two decades of Dravidianist mobilisation.  Reflecting this, the voter turnout 

rate dipped below 60 per cent in 2001 for the first time since the DMK became one of Tamil 

Nadu’s two major parties in 1962.  Although many of the new parties inhabit particular social 

niches, the alignments of most voters became more fluid.  Political space remains somewhat 

crowded despite the partial decline of the Dravidian parties, making the rapid growth of new 

political forces unlikely.  I outline these trends in forthcoming work, but they require further 

research.20   

 

A study of the outlooks and activities within emergent subcultures is crucial to understand the 

trajectories of the new political forces.  Of these forces, Hindu nationalism and the Dalit parties 

depart most from earlier currents.  Despite their modest growth so far, they have the greatest 

potential to transform Tamil politics and society.  Dalit identity politics especially existed for 

long at the margins of party competition, although it gained an electoral presence only recently.  

So, the study of Dalit political impulsions and subaltern variants of Hindu identity politics, in 

Tamil Nadu and elsewhere, particularly requires the use of oral history and detailed 
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ethnographies, combining the methods of anthropology and history with those of political 

sociology.     
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